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Upcoming Events from
the Career Management
Committee

January 5, 2022
Rock Your Job Search
Guest Speaker Bobbie Foedisch

September 1, 2021
The Four Stages Model
Guest Speakers: Garrett Grega

All meetings will be held
Virtual via Zoom
5:30p-6:30p

While simple in construct, the “Four Stages
Model” provides a powerful tool in assessing
not only your personal development but the development of your team. The model describes four different stages of career development. Each stage is independent of years of experience or status within a company. Learn how to use these
concepts to improve your own career progression and how to identify the gaps in
your team’s training.

October 6, 2021
Navigating the New Hire Landscape
Guest Speakers: John Baldini and the
Humareso Panel
Are you looking for a new job? The Great Resignation is upon us. Or is it?
Find out how to navigate this ever-changing COVID-19, Labor-Shortage, Unemployment-Influenced landscape.
This talented panel will touch upon:
Remote Work/Hybrid/Flexible Work opportunities, options and fallacies
Job transitions – timing, expectations and worth
Video interviewing considerations

November 3, 2021
How to Get Noticed
Guest Speaker Marilyn Stika, MSOD, CMF
This presentation will focus on strategies to stand out in the job search process
and will cover resume strategies, self-marketing, likeability, and ways of being, to
increase the probability of being selected.

December 1, 2021

With 700+M professionals on LinkedIn, you will learn how to stand out from the
crowd simply by being your real self, engaging as the professional you are in real
life, and maximizing opportunity with the use of the LinkedIn platform. So you
have your networking profile, your resume, your target list, and the network you
have worked so hard to build right in your back pocket. Now what? You can continue to do things as they have always been done, or you can adapt to this world
of digital integration and communication advancement. You will learn how to
leverage the LinkedIn platform in a way that utilizes your relationships to their
fullest, opening doors to opportunities you don't even realize are right at your fingertips. Your future is in your hands. Take control of your path!

February 2, 2022
Résumé Secrets: Create a High Impact Résumé
Guest Speaker Diane Irwin

Learn how to create a high impact résumé to get results. What should you focus
on? Which formats are best? Should you have more than one? How can you ensure that it is ATS-optimized?

March 2, 2022
Knockout Networking
Guest Speaker Michael Goldberg
HR professionals absolutely need a “fight plan” to stay better connected, be more
organized, and continue to develop relationships in an ever-changing virtual world.
Networking, scheduling appointments, developing relationships, generating referrals, making important connections, and being in massive service are just as important as ever! In this session, you will learn about KO approaches to making
more and better connections, leveraging virtual meetings, and taking a more organized approach to managing your time and being more focused. The time to throw
your hat in the ring is NOW!

April 7, 2022
Restrictive Covenants and Non-Compete Agreements and Illegal Interview Questions
How HR Professionals Should Navigate Them
Guest Speaker Stephen Trimboli
HR professionals frequently advise on restrictive covenants and non-compete
agreements. But have you considered how such agreements may affect your professional development and career advancement when you are considering alternative career opportunities?

Search 101: Quicken Your Job Research
Guest Speaker Monica Farrow

June 1, 2022

It can be overwhelming to find what you need in a search. Do you know how to
make your search engine work for you? Learn some tips and tricks to search better
and find what you need faster to reduce wasted time as you conduct your job research!

Mining Golden Nuggets
Guest Speaker CMG Committee

Join us for an interactive panel discussion where we share tips and tricks that
make a difference in the Job search.

